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Introduction:

● Few weeks ago there was a meeting initiated 
by some ProtoDUNE/DUNE representative 
about the CI
● The goal was to get the ProtoDUNE/DUNE 
community more involved in the CI system 
and make sure that they can get advantage of 
the service provided by the CI system

● To accommodate the ProtoDUNE/DUNE 
request, the CI team proposes new features 
for the CI system
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CI workflow:

● The CI workflow will be reorganized to use 
independent build area for LArSoft and each of 
the experiment code
● LArSoft and the experiment codes will use an 
independent build area

● each experiment code build/test will depend 
on the same build of LarSoft

● The experiment codes will not interfere each 
other

argoneutcode
dunetpc
lariatsoft
uboonecode

LArSoft
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CI email report:
● Use independent mailing list for each experiment code
● By default, send the email report only for CI builds that 
don't succeed (?)

● The email report will contain experiment specific 
information

● Send the report only if a CI build don't succeed
● Enable the “blame user” feature to send the email 
report also to the user that broke the code

● Add support for independent mailing list for each CI test
● Interested users can be notified if a specific CI test 
fails

● The overall scope of these changes is to get the 
developers aware of the overall code status sending an 
email report only if needed
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CI trigger:
● The trigger initiated by a git push in the monitored 
repository will be more selective on the packages to 
build/test
● if the git push will happen in a LArSoft repository, all 
LArSoft + exp code packages will be built/tested

● If the git push happen in an experiment repository 
<expcode>, only LarSoft + <expcode> will be 
built/tested

● For the manual trigger, the user will still be able to 
choose a workflow that build:
● the expcode standalone
● the expcode together LArSoft
● LArSoft with all of the expcode's
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CI web application:
● The updated CI web application will show code 
specific information in different tabs

The LArSoft tab
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CI web application:
● The updated CI web application will show code 
specific information in different tabs

The uBooNE tab
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Second tier CI test suite
● The second tier CI test suite will provide a CI test that 
compares variables from the anaTree output

● This CI test will provide more extensive info on the 
reproducibility of the code output
● The CI tests analyze 10 events, if there are 
differences, an email report will be sent to a CI test 
specific mailing list

This shows the comparison of the number of tracks reconstracted
 using the pmtrack algorithm
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Thank you!

Question? Comments?
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